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ABSTRACT 

Austin, Texas is often quoted as one of the best cities to live in within the United States. It is important 

that the city focuses on key issues to continue to be progressive. The City of Austin performs an annual 

community survey to assess the residents’ satisfaction level with the city. The objective of this paper is 

to identify which areas are causing the most dissatisfaction for the City of Austin as a place to live for 

residents by using SAS® Enterprise Miner. The dataset is comprised of over 6,300 responses and 55 

variables from 2015 to 2017. The residents of Austin that were selected to take this survey were chosen 

randomly. The survey covers a broad spectrum of categories such as perception of the community, 

personal safety, infrastructure, and environmental services.  By determining the services that are 

causing the most dissatisfaction for the city’s residents, the City of Austin can be proactive in taking 

measures to rectify and improve the identified areas of discontent. The city can use these results to 

focus budgets, improve services for residents, and improve the lives of those who live within the Austin 

city limits. 

Introduction  

Austin, the capital of Texas, is the fourth largest city in the state of Texas. According to the world 

population review, the metropolitan area contains over 2 million people. The number is rapidly growing. 

Other city sectors like construction, commercial businesses, and residential areas, have simultaneously 

increased growth to support the rapidly increasing population. Each year, the City of Austin conducts a 

survey to assess the overall level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction of its residents. The survey measures 

satisfaction levels over a wide array of topics. These topics range from public services offered by the city 

like public transportation and the library system, to the individual’s personal feelings towards the city 

such as how he or she views Austin as a place to raise children, work, retire, and his or her overall 

outlook as feeling a part of the community. By analyzing the results of the survey, the City of Austin can 

discover insights into the population’s opinion on which areas of Austin need improvement.  

Data Background 

This dataset is freely available on the city of Austin website. The survey is randomly distributed to 

residents of Austin. The survey helps the city of Austin to improve their services and to meet needs 

related to health, safety, mobility, economic opportunity, culture, learning, and government efficiency. 

The data is sourced from the 2015-2017 and has over 6,300 observations and 55 variables. 

 

 

 



 
 

Data Preparation 

I downloaded the dataset from the city of Austin’s website into an excel file. The responses were 

available in text format ranging from “Very Dissatisfied” to “Very Satisfied” and were ranked from 1 - 5. I 

dummy coded male and female to 1 and 0.  I transformed the text results into responses from 1 - 5 and 

used the number 9 for a response of “Don’t Know”. There were 156 variables initially downloaded from 

the website, but I was able to reduce the variables to 55. I removed any variables that contained a large 

amount of missing results or variables that were similar in nature to other remaining questions. I used 

the vlookup function with the key shown in Figure 1.1 to transform the text from results to numeric 

responses for data analysis. My dataset contained 55 variables and 6,374 observations when it was 

ready to be imported into SAS® Enterprise Miner. I used the file import node to import the excel file into 

SAS® Enterprise Miner. 

 

Figure 1.1 

Data Exploration  

Descriptive statistics were initially conducted to form a basis of understanding of the data. 



 
 

 

Figure 1.2 

I used the data mining database node shown in Figure 1.2 to see the number of missing results, the 

mean, the skewness, and the kurtosis. As you can see in Figure 1.2, the results for “Traffic flow on major 

city streets” and how well the city is “planning growth” scored very poor. Austin needs to focus on 

planning growth, which in turn, will positively affect traffic flow on major streets. Shown below in Figure 

1.3 is a histogram of the results for the target variable, Austin, as a place to live.  

 



 
 

 

Figure 1.3 

The graph shown in Figure 1.4 illustrates the correlation of the independent variables to the dependent 

variable, which is a place to live. 

 

Figure 1.4 

 

 



 
 

Shown in Figure 1.5 is the variable worth of each independent variable to the dependent variable.  

 

Figure 1.5 

 

Both “traffic flow on major city streets” and “planning growth” as depicted in Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7 

have low results and are areas in which the City of Austin needs to focus its budget and attention. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 

 



 
 

 

Figure 1.7 

 

In the output from the variable selection node shown in Figure 1.8, you can observe which variables 

were not selected by the R-square value due to insufficiency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Figure 1.8 



 
 

Model Building 

To predict whether living in Austin will be ranked as “very dissatisfied” to “very satisfying” as a place to 

live, different models were built using SAS® Enterprise Miner. 

 

Figure 1.9 

I used the metadata node to reject the zip code variable as it had too many levels of observations. I used 

the replacement node to replace any missing values in the dataset. I partitioned the dataset to 

contribute 50% to training and 50% to validation. The variables shown in Figure 2.1 are those that 

flowed through the data partitioned node and were used in the models.  



 
 

 

Figure 2.1 

The models built were a decision tree, gradient boosting, neural network, and a logistic regression. As 

you can see in Figure 2.2, the decision tree shows the two most important variables being a “place to 

raise children” followed by a “place to work”. 

 

Figure 2.2 



 
 

The gradient boosting model came to the same conclusion as the decision tree, showing that the most 

important variables are a “place to raise children” followed by a “place to work”, to predict the score of 

a “place to live” for the city of Austin. The logistic regression chose the variables in Figure 2.3 in the 

stepwise selection. 

 

Figure 2.3 

All the models were conjoined to create an ensemble model, and each model, as well as the ensemble 

model, were flowed into a model comparison node to determine the model that best accurately 

predicted the ranking of a “place to live”, shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.4 

The ensemble model, using the fit statistic of average square value, was chosen because it produced the 

lowest average squared error.  

 



 
 

Conclusion 

The City of Austin is growing at a very fast pace and needs to be managed in a proper and organized 

manner. The overall ratings of the City of Austin show that it is doing very well as a place to live. The 

results show that the city should focus on improving traffic flow on city streets as well as improve 

strategy for city growth and planning. These two variables are correlated as follows: if traffic flow 

improves, there will be a perception that the City is planning growth more effectively. A good predictive 

model can help city council focus on what is important to the citizens of the city, and what is already 

sufficient in the cities organizational principles for managing the city. To continue to reach these 

extremely valuable opinions from residents of Austin, this survey should continue to be distributed 

annually. By being consistent in the random distribution of the survey to Austin residents, all voices in 

the city can be heard, and growth of certain variables can be tracked closely. All of these factors will lead 

to sufficient and steady progress for the city of Austin.  

Further Scope 

Run models on certain demographic sections of the observations that can be used to determine what 

the key variables are in different segments of the dataset. This would allow the city council to be able to 

understand the problems that exist for subsections of the city. 
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